Abstract-In-memory databases have become a mainstay of enterprise computing offering significant performance boosts for OLAP and OLTP workloads as well as improved prospects for application integration through an efficient, shared database layer. Despite significant R&D investments into in-memory data management, limited insights are available on the impacts of middleware platforms for application integration, i.e., how they need to evolve to leverage in-memory database capabilities. This paper provides a first exposition into how in-memory databases impact Business Process Management, as a mission-critical modeldriven application integration middleware. Through it, we discuss how in-memory databases will render some prevalent uses cases of BPM middleware obsolete, while opening up prospects for tighter application integration, better process automation performance and some entirely new BPM capabilities such as process-based application customization. To validate the feasibility of an inmemory BPM, we develop a surprisingly simple BPM runtime embedded into SAP HANA and providing for BPMN-based process automation capabilities.
I. INTRODUCTION
The proliferation of mobile devices, social networks and the Internet of Things poses a challenge for traditional, diskbased databases. This impacts enterprise applications, now incorporating these areas, leading to scalability issues for unprecedented increases in data volume and transaction frequency. In response to these challenges, key developments have emerged in database technology. Among these are NoSQL databases [1] which improve scale-out characteristics compared relational databases, but which often trade consistency for availability and "partition tolerance" [2] , thus falling short of ACID guarantees. Strong consistency is generally a highly desirable feature of enterprise applications [3] , [4] . Following on from NoSQL databases, a number of longstanding relational databases concepts have been renovated, through "NewSQL" databases. While no narrow definition of NewSQL databases exists, some frequently found principles [5] , [6] include: a single-threaded design; a shared-nothing principle; and advanced concurrency control mechanisms.
These design principles support better scale-out characteristics, where provisioning additional database nodes successfully counteracts performance degradation resulting from an increased load. Most authors position these architectural changes alongside empirical insights into how OLTP workloads and their underlying relational database schemas are structured. Even NewSQL databases only demonstrate favorable scale-out characteristics if supported by the database schema, sharding, clustering, and replication strategies on top, and the actual transaction workload [7] , [6] , [5] .
The aforementioned architectural "renovations" of NewSQL databases are complemented by placing databases in main memory. Main memory offers multiple orders of magnitude faster access times than disk-based storage, avoids comparatively slow disk interfaces, and can benefit from vector processing instructions of modern CPUs to rapidly process large amounts of data. Oversized databases can use techniques such as compression or anti-caching [8] and still benefit from the performance advances of main memory storage. Transitioning from a disk-based (or Flash-based) storage to an in-memory storage represents a scale-up strategy, benefiting the per-node performance of a distributed database. In-memory databases are now adopted by major software vendors, e.g. SAP ("HANA" [9] , [10] ), Oracle (Oracle Database 12c), Microsoft (SQL Server "Hekaton" [11] ), and IBM (DB2 "BLU" [12] ).
As the latency of database operations reduces, application interfaces such as ODBC become a bottleneck for transaction turnaround times. Relocating data-intense application code into the in-memory database can avoid costly data copies, thus greatly improving performance [6] , [5] . In effect, middleware services for application integration may become less relevant. For example, messaging services (such as Enterprise Service Buses) traditionally invoke public service interfaces of applications to transfer state and events between applications. When applications use the same database instance, the database as such may form a more efficient route to do so. While this is not a unique contribution of in-memory databases, two of their properties make this scenario plausible:
1) The "push-down" of data-intense application code into stored procedures within the (in-memory) database makes these low-level services accessible on the database level.
2) The aforementioned pledge for virtually unbounded scale-out characteristics of NewSQL databases makes them a suitable storage technology of a Cloud platform, where multiple applications and/or tenants can share the same underlying database instance. With the "lion's share" of a database's operational budget being spent on administration [13] , this technological capability is augmented with a strong economic incentive. In fact, application vendors such as SAP already position their in-memory databases as the storage backend of their Cloud PaaS offerings. 1 This paper provides a first exposition of the architectural implications for enterprise applications and, specifically, a key supportive technology in business process management [14] , through in-memory databases. Our contribution is twofold. Firstly, we position the broader architectural implications of in-memory databases in the context of business process management and identify new BPM capabilities that become possible through an in-memory database "underpinning". Secondly, by way of demonstrating the feasibility of an in-memory BPM, we present the building blocks of a BPM core runtime service for SAP HANA, where we provide a mapping of BPMN [15] artifacts to its "programming model"
II. APPLICATION ARCHITECTURE IMPLICATIONS
To let applications share a single database instance is economically attractive and is now made possible by the aforementioned scalability advances of modern in-memory databases 2 . Potentially, a single (distributed) in-memory database instance may even be shared among multiple tenants, such as companies participating in the same supply chain. That sharing model is particularly suitable for a Cloud deployment. A single, scalable in-memory database instance can provide both the persistence layer for multiple applications and tenants and also allow for efficient data exchanges and synchronization of state among these applications or tenants. In effect, introducing an in-memory database can lead to an effective reduction of application and tenant "silos".
With SAP, at least one major enterprise application vendor makes its in-memory database offering a part of its Cloud PaaS offering "HANA Cloud", effectively defining the data layer for Cloud applications. As part of their approach to multi-tenancy, SAP proposes to use Multi-tenant Database Containers, where a single HANA instance supports multiple tenants, each having their own "tenant database". HANA further allows to define flexible degrees of tenant isolation where transactions reaching into other tenant databases can be permitted. This capability benefits our approach by opening up the underlying in-memory database platform to supporting an inter-organizational data orchestration by a single business process.
Running application code within the address space of the in-memory database follows general recommendations for NewSQL databases [6] and is in stark contrast to longstanding database tuning practices. As a result, application code is "dispersed" among two stacks (application server and database system), effectively trading performance against a "clean" layering into a data access and an application layer. Consequentially, the conventional 3-tier architecture [16] , [17] is diminished as applications fully migrate onto an in-memory database.
In effect, in-memory databases are serving to evolve application servers to a relatively slim layer of lightweight business logic and vertical capabilities. While the long-term trajectory of this development is yet to unfold, we argue that the remaining functionality may not justify another stack layer (i.e., the application server) and we expect the remainder of the application servers to eventually merge into a single, consolidated in-memory database. That consolidated platform should still expose logical layering and virtualization, where appropriate (e.g., when tenant isolation is mandatory).
Being able to directly integrate applications within the inmemory database poses the question as to how the resulting new capabilities are positioned against traditional enterprise 2 Which are one incarnation of NewSQL databases. application integration (EAI, [18] ) technologies. Specifically looking at BPMS, we believe that an in-memory approach is superior to a traditional architecture and deployment of BPMS as autonomous systems. This is because these separate BPMS are constrained to integrating with applications through their existing public service interfaces. In contrast, an in-memory BPMS can access an application on various levels, starting at the raw database tables, over abstractions such as business objects (effectively corresponding to database queries/views), down to stored procedures representing the "pushed down" (data-intense) application code.
Despite the maturity of BPMS available on the market, we argue that the underlying architectures do not fit the propositions of in-memory databases and may soon be rendered obsolete. Whenever different applications use a single in-memory database instance, the case for an external integration services becomes obsolete, due to the fact that external services require "messages", which are to be exchanged among applications, to be passed over the network from the sender application to the integration server, on to the receiver application. When both applications share a single in-memory database, data is simply accessed through the shared in-memory database instance. In effect, integration services such as BPM and generally message-oriented middleware systems need to adapt and migrate into the in-memory database. We specifically argue the case of adding core BPM capabilities into in-memory databases. That being said, we strongly believe in a BPMbased approach to define application integration scenarios. The architectural changes and technical capabilities made possible by in-memory databases provide BPM users more choice as to how said integration can be accomplished.
Our approach offers both richer integration capabilities and better runtime performance. This is because any external cross-application communication is replaced with local communication within the in-memory database instance. While an in-memory database instance will typically still constitute a distributed database, the sharing, clustering, and replication strategies can be chosen in a way that each step a single business process instance "finds" all of its data (such as the accessed business objects) on a single node of the distributed database.
We partly follow the established trend of applications adapting to the in-memory programming model. That is, both major portions of a BPM runtime system and the business processes as such are implemented as (or automatically compiled into) in-memory database entities (such as table definitions, stored procedures, etc.). We further propose to broaden the spectrum of interfacing options between applications and business processes, where we generally see application integration enhanced in a number of ways: 1) In terms of service or data integration where a business process may access applications through code (e.g., by invoking their public service interfaces or stored procedures representing "pushed-down" application code) or through data (e.g., by directly querying and updating data that is "owned" by some application). 2) In terms of data granularity (e.g., single attributes, database tables, business objects, business object hierarchies, etc.) where an in-memory BPM service can interface with applications by querying or updating those application artifacts. 3) In terms of request directions (i.e., "push", "pull") where a process may either actively trigger an application functionality or subscribe to application events and be notified upon their occurrence. 4) In terms of different consistency models, where a business process may be synchronously coupled to application transactions, be asynchronously decoupled from application transactions.
Directly interfacing an application's data layer poses the risk of bypassing encapsulation schemes that are typically enforced by a logical stack layering and well-defined (and architecturally governed) public service interfaces. While this undeniable problem is real and may potentially "corrupt" persistent application state, we propose the following mitigation actions:
• Encapsulation may often be relegated to a designtime problem. A process modeling tool can integrate a business object repository that is part of many business applications (such as SAP's ERP stack). The description of business objects also entails a "safe" CRUD interface to their state. Moreover, some business objects are associated to a state model, which defines discrete states and valid state transitions on top. An inmemory BPM runtime may enforce these constraints by compiling the state machine into database queries that are run from within the stored procedures which we generate for the actual process steps.
• Service interfaces of business applications can be roughly subdivided into a RPC-style interfaces (such as SOAP-based Web services) and CRUD-style interfaces (such as RESTful Web services). Recent trends have de-emphasized RPC-style interfaces in favor of CRUD-style interfaces, the latter being based on a "public" data domain model. Invoking a CRUDstyle service is conceptually very similar to directly querying, updating, or deleting (portions of) a business object. Adapting applications exposing CRUDstyle service interfaces to our proposed approach of interfacing business objects directly on the database level, may, in fact merely leave out the "overhead" of the Web services stack, but essentially perform the same actions on the database.
• Finally, our approach does not dis-allow invoking applications through their public service interfaces, when appropriate. That naturally includes interfacing with external applications and services, which do not share the same database instance.
Beyond core performance reasons, integration middleware may benefit in other ways from migrating into an in-memory database:
a) Deep and flexible application integration: A BPM system that resides within the same in-memory database as the applications has a far greater reach into application entities such as business objects and events. Being able to interface with an application using the different perspectives (code or data), levels of abstraction, request directions, and consistency models offers powerful ways to deeply integrate a business process with applications.
b) Software lifecycle untangling:
At the time when service interfaces are normally defined by an application vendor, future integration requirements are difficult to anticipate. Hence, the use of external business processes is often limited in practical settings, where augmenting existing service interfaces is a costly governance exercise with long execution delays. Our approach overcomes this limitation by not exclusively relying on public service interfaces.
c) IT landscape consolidation:
Replacing separate, stand-alone integration servers (such as stand-alone BPMS) with in-memory integration platform services constitutes an IT landscape consolidation where the number of distinct systems in an IT landscape is reduced. The latter goes along with a measurable cost reduction (TCO) for system maintenance.
d) Architectural simplification and reuse:
From a BPMS vendor perspective, there is a substantial potential of reusing existing in-memory database features to build a BPM runtime service. In our prototype, we were relieved of complex aspects such as concurrency control and data consistency for the process instance state; Cloud "readiness" (multi-tenancy, scale-out); failover; security (authentication, authorization); backup/recovery; data transformations and rich expression evaluation capabilities; event-based action triggering; software and content lifecycle management etc.
e) Intra-process analytics: Being embedded in an inmemory database with built-in OLAP capabilities (as is the case for SAP HANA), business processes could integrate the aforementioned high-performance, flexible "live" data analytics features. This principal capability can be employed in many scenarios like task routing based on complex data analytics, where the further process execution depends on a situational analysis of the current data basis. In an extended scenario, the underlying data analytics could actually even be altered by a process end user at runtime, enabling ad-hoc process flexibility.
f) Multi-paradigm support: Business processes are not limited to control-flow paradigms where a process model effectively defines the sequencing of process steps. Equally important, other paradigms (like business rules evaluation, complex event processing, and data transformations) augment or even supersede the control flow perspective of a process model. For example, this includes declarative approaches for constraint-driven processes. The in-memory process model actually makes it possible to simultaneously support and merge a number of model-driven "execution paradigms".
The aforementioned virtues of providing a core BPM system inside an in-memory database augment existing BPM middleware capabilities, where these are still applicable in the context of the new architecture.
III. APPROACH
Our approach to a BPM automation capability that is embedded into an (in-memory) database embraces an eventcondition-action (ECA) paradigm to automate business processes [19] , [20] . That is, a process model is conceptually mapped to a set of ECA rules, where each process step may correspond to a number of rules. Our approach continuously tests, and conditionally executes these rules, thus progressively executing a process instance.
The underlying principle forms a variant of 1980s/1990s Active Databases [21] , where a database autonomously reacts to state changes [22] . Concepts of Active Databases have found their way into SQL (by means of declarative integrity constraints and database triggers) and were subsequently also implemented by many mainstream relational databases. However, implementing the Active Database paradigm on top of "classic" (disk-based) RDBMS was traditionally hampered by deteriorating performance in the presence of many triggers [23] , [24] , leading to longer transactions, which increases the likelihood for lock starvations and other resource contentions.
Above all, in-memory databases improve performance of both OLAP and OLTP workloads. Vendors report favorable performance benchmarks (e.g., [25] , [26] , [27] ), typically improving OLTP benchmarks over disk-based databases by a factor up to 10. At the time of writing this introductory paper we are still studying the performance characteristics of our in-memory BPM approach. However, we believe that the general performance advances of in-memory databases make an approach based on Active Database principles plausible.
In our process automation approach based on ECA rules, arbitrary database state changes, potentially having very different granularities can qualify as possible "events". That is, any such event is generally suitable to trigger process steps. Conditions can further aggregate multiple events, jointly triggering a process step. Formally, these conditions are expressions in first order logic, reasoning about the database state. For instance, the (simplified) triggering condition for BPMN's Synchronizing Parallel Gateway is as follows:
The expression requires a tuple p to exist in some relation P (representing process instances) and two tuples t 1 , t 2 in another relation T (representing process tokens). Tokens reference their "owning" process instance through a foreign key pid and further have a pos attribute, storing their current position within the process model. In the given example, the gateway has two inbound edges labeled c 1 and c 2 and two tokens being positioned on these edges by having c 1 and c 2 as the attribute value of their pos attribute. This expression could be easily converted into a SQL query:
SELECT "..." AS id, "AND_JOIN" AS type, p.ID AS pid, t1.ID AS tid, "tid2=" || t2.ID AS custom FROM PROCESSES AS p, TOKENS AS t1, TOKENS AS t2 WHERE t1.POS = <c1> AND t1.PID = p.ID AND t2.POS = <c2> AND t2.PID = p.ID
Notice that the result tuples contain two "constant" attributes (id and type), identifying the unique model identifier of the gateway artifact and its metamodel class. These two attributes allow to later find the corresponding rule action. The custom attribute is a URL-encoded character string accommodating any number of extra key-value pairs. In the example above, we use it to store the primary key of the second token.
The database state changes forming the rule events result from transactions being run by database clients. These clients can be any application, such as an ERP stack which updates its business objects. Alternatively, database state changes may also result from transactions that are internal to the database, such as process steps which, in turn, perform updates on the database. These updates may both affect the state representing the process instance as such (like when advancing a token of the process instance) and also update external state, which is "owned" by other applications.
Completing our rule-based approach, actions are represented as stored procedures. In our example, the action for the Synchronizing Parallel Gateway is: // parse "custom" into a variable "tid2" DELETE FROM TOKENS WHERE ID = tid; UPDATE TOKENS SET POS = <c3> WHERE ID = tid2;
That is, the two tokens t 1 , t 2 from the gateway's inbound edges are conceptually "merged" into a single token for the outbound edge by deleting the first token and setting the second token's pos attribute to the label of the outbound edge. For the action to be triggered, it needs to be associated to its event and condition. In our example, every time after a state change to the Processes or Tokens tables occurs, the corresponding condition needs to be re-evaluated. When it produces a non-empty result set, the action needs to be run.
Mapping BPMN entities to ECA rules which are further mapped to supporting database queries and stored procedures benefits the versatility of our approach. Conceptually, other modeling paradigms that have a mapping to ECA rules are also covered by our approach. From a BPM perspective, this is particularly rewarding for "adjacent" paradigms, which are frequently used in conjunction with business processes, including: (1) business rules definitions (like decision tables, ifthen-else cascades), (2) complex event (stream) processing and (3) event correlation (as used in BPMN's message-triggered Intermediate Catch Events).
A. Synchronous and Asynchronous artifacts
The "action" of an ECA rule for some process artifact may be run in two different ways:
• For synchronous artifacts, we group these artifacts into a single database transaction. Within that transaction we recurrently test the triggering conditions of all the assembled artifacts. When the query that corresponds to a condition of an artifact returns a non-empty result set, we instantiate and run the corresponding action. Only when all queries, which collectively represent the conditions of the assembled process steps return an empty result set, the transaction is complete.
• For asynchronous artifacts, we split the process model into "synchronous segments" where each synchronous segment is run in the aforementioned manner for synchronous artifacts. The synchronous segments are themselves bound to database triggers which invoke the stored procedure for the synchronous segment in a separate transaction.
In the simple-most case, a process model exclusively comprises synchronous artifacts. Synchronous artifacts can run without "blocking" the process by waiting for external event.
An event is considered external when it is not caused by chronous artifacts, a third "hybrid" category classifies some BPMN artifacts as having a leading synchronous and a trailing asynchronous part. Technically, these artifacts synchronously perform some initial work. Only when this initial work is completed, hybrid artifacts "block" and wait for an external event before commencing with the asynchronous part.
For example, a User Task wraps the technical interaction with some task management software (through protocols like WS-HumanTask [28] ), which is responsible for serving the tasks to end users. Human interactions are by definition asynchronous, i.e., the User Task artifact blocks until a human task processor manually picks up the task and subsequently marks it as "completed". Initially dispatching the task to the task management happens synchronously before the User Task artifact blocks by waiting for the end user to complete the task.
B. Synchronous Artifacts Mapping
Any two synchronous artifacts that are directly connected, can run in the same transaction. The corresponding mapping algorithm is devised into three stages, being (1) a preprocessing stage where we label all control flow connectors ("edges") with unique identifiers, the (2) mapping stage where we map each artifact into one or many queries and stored procedures, collectively representing ECA rules, and (3) the assembly stage where we create the "glue code" that binds the ECA rules into an executing process fragment. The generated queries and stored procedures interact with a minimal BPM runtime system, which is a small set of tables and stored procedure definitions, such as the Processes and Tokens tables.
Process-based applications have a central notion of "process instances", being instantiated process models (represented by the MODEL_ID attribute). Process instances can be "nested" where parent processes can transitively invoke child processes. A process instance record, thus maintains a null-able PARENT_PID foreign key denoting its parent process instance (if any). Child processes also keep a null-able PARENT_TID foreign key attribute to the token of the parent process instance which has triggered the sub-process from within the parent process. Within a single process instance, one or many tokens may exist, where each token simultaneously represents a parallel "thread of control" and a position within the control flow definition of the underlying process model. Tokens exclusively belong to a single process instance (denoted through its PID foreign key).
1) Mapping Stage:
The mapping stage iterates over all process artifacts. Each artifact is mapped into one or many rules comprising (1) a query representing the rule's event and condition part and (2) a stored procedure, which represents the action part. We subsequently give the mapping instructions for a number of BPMN artifacts in order of increasing complexity. We deliberately refrain from giving mapping rules for the complete set of all existing BPMN artifacts, which beyond the scope of this paper. a) Plain Tasks: For example, a simple "no-op" Task artifact, which merely forwards a token from its inbound control flow connector to its outbound control flow connector is mapped onto the following query and stored procedure (in SAP HANA's stored procedure dialect SQLScript) pair: The query returns a result set of all tokens and associated process instances, where the token is directly "in front of" the Task.
The "action" stored procedure merely forwards the token to the task's outbound connector. Tasks and activities performing any work (such as Script Tasks, executing a scripted sequence of program code) would naturally need to include additional DML statements into their stored procedures. These scripts may require a separate "transpiler" in order to be mapped to stored procedure syntax. b) Forking: A diverging Parallel Gateway ("AND split") forks multiple branches by putting tokens on all of its outbound connectors. The query representing the triggering condition is identical to the one shown above (for Plain Tasks). The difference lies in the action part where we need to insert additional token records for the gateway ' Spawning additional threads is conceptually very simple and happens by merely creating further records in the TOKENS table. Both the labels of the gateway's first and second outbound connectors are hard-coded into the generated stored procedure code.
c) Conditional Branching: An diverging Exclusive
Gateway ("XOR split") evaluates branch-specific conditions to decide onto which outbound connector a token is to be placed. As a very simple example, suppose the gateway had two outbound connectors (of which the second was a "default branch"), implementing a four-eyes approval scenario where some costly invoices are double-checked by routing the token to a different outbound connector. 
d) Complex Synchronization:
The converging Inclusive Gateway's ("OR Join") complex synchronization behavior can also be represented as ECA rule. An OR Join must pass a token to its outbound connector iff (1) it has (a) token(s) on at least one of its inbound connectors and (2) for none of the empty inbound connectors, there is a token further upstream that can reach that inbound connector. When triggered, the gateway will then remove a single token from each non-empty inbound connector and put a single token onto its outbound connector. Various alternatives have been proposed to efficiently implement OR joins in workflow engines, e.g. [29] , [30] . Our approach is based on a variant we conceived for the SAP NetWeaver BPM runtime [31] . The core idea is to determine for each of the gateway's inbound connectors the set of upstream control flow connectors. In case of an example process ( Figure 1) , the OR join's first (upper) inbound connector's (labeled 5) upstream connector labels are: The second (lower) inbound connector's (labeled 2) set of upstream connector labels has a single member {1}. We first determine a result set of synchronization candidates being combinations of tokens at the gateway's inbound edges which may (potentially) jointly trigger the gateway. In our example scenario, these token candidates are returned by querying a CANDIDATES view as defined below: The view's query performs a full outer join on (TOKENS, PROCESSES) pairs that constitute process tokens residing on different inbound connectors of the gateway and their associated process instances. The gateway may synchronize varying numbers of tokens at a time, depending on the available tokens on the gateway's inbound connectors. In case of two inbound connectors, it may either synchronize one or two tokens at a time. The exact combination of inbound connectors from which to consume tokens is only known at runtime, where for N inbound connectors 2 N − 1 combinations of nonempty inbound connectors exist. Our approach covers all of these combinations using O(N ) operations. Despite using a full outer join to form a tuple of candidate tokens on the gateway's inbound connectors, the nested selection (WHERE TOKENS.POS=...) creates small input tables on either side of the join operator, keeping the runtime cost low.
Even when candidate tokens are present, an OR join must not trigger if one of its inhibiting conditions holds. The INHIBITORS view queries the primary keys of all inhibited process instances where the OR join cannot currently synchronize any candidate tokens. An OR join is inhibited if for those inbound connectors that do not currently carry a candidate token, there are upstream tokens which can still potentially reach that inbound connector. IN (4, 3, 1 For instance, for the first (upper) inbound connector, the query returns those process instances where there is a token in one of the upstream connectors' positions {4, 3, 1} and where there is no other token directly on the inbound connector (labeled 5). The associated stored procedure (representing the OR join rule's "action" part) needs to place a token onto the gateway's outbound connector and remove the candidate tokens from its inbound connectors: Depending on the number of candidate tokens, tid or tid2 may be NULL (i.e., there is no candidate token on the first or second inbound connector, respectively). The primary key of the to-be-generated outbound token can be retrieved from a sequence or a UID generator function of the database. The gateway's outbound connector label outbound connector label is hard-coded into the procedure at compile time.
2) Assembly Stage: Finally, the queries and stored procedures that were generated for each process artifact need to be assembled into a single deployable SQL file, being the compiled process model. The principle is to aggregate the queries into a single view QUEUE, which represents the readyto-execute process artifacts at any point in time:
CREATE VIEW MYPROCESS.QUEUE(id, type, pid, tid, custom) AS --sub-query for process step 1 UNION --sub-query for process step 2 ...
The QUEUE view is placed into a process-specific schema MYPROCESS, such that the database definitions of different process models reside in different (named) schemas. A SCHEDULER procedure recurrently queries the QUEUE view until an empty result set is returned, signaling the end of the synchronous process fragment: The SCHEDULER procedure invokes another procedure NEXT, which is part of the BPM runtime schema, looks up a readyto-run artifact from the queue and populates the id, type, pid, tid, and custom attributes, accordingly (omitted for brevity).
As long as NEXT yields a value of > 0 for the unidle output parameter, the SCHEDULER procedure will call the corresponding stored procedure for the queried ready-to-run artifact. Each synchronous process segment starts with an asynchronous artifact, i.e., depends on an outside event to be "triggered". We discuss the mechanics of invoking a synchronous process in the following section.
C. Asynchronous Artifacts Mapping
Asynchronous artifacts cause a process instance to spread across multiple database transactions, each running a single "synchronous segment". A synchronous segment is the process fragment that starts with an asynchronous artifact and contains all reachable synchronous artifacts. Our approach first (1) decomposes the process into its synchronous segments, then (2) maps these segments into a set of SQL artifacts and stored procedures (see Section III-B), and finally (3) creates trigger definitions for the segments.
1) Synchronous Segment Decomposition:
A synchronous segment is a contiguous process fragment. The contained artifacts can be executed in the same database transaction. In consequence, a synchronous segment must only contain non-blocking process steps. After the synchronous segment was started in some transaction T 1 it must not depend on some other transaction T 2 to successfully complete. Any asynchronous artifact denotes the boundary of a synchronous segment. The previous synchronous segment(s) end(s) before that asynchronous artifact and a new synchronous segment starts having that asynchronous artifact as its entry point.
We de-compose the process such that it is completely covered by synchronous segments. Each synchronous segment is run in the transaction that triggers its entry-point. If a process waits at some asynchronous artifact, it is continued within the external transaction that "delivers" the event which resumes the process instance. Figure 2 illustrates the synchronous segment decomposition of a simple process model with the dotted/dashed lines denoting the two synchronous segments. a) Hybrid Artifacts: All hybrid artifacts first need to be expanded into synchronous and asynchronous artifacts. In Figure 3 , a User Task artifact is broken up into a sequence of a (synchronous) Service Task and an (asynchronous) Intermediate Catch Event. The first synchronous segment (dotted border) encompasses the Service Task, whereas the Intermediate Catch Event becomes the asynchronous entry point of the second synchronous segment (dashed border). The Service Task is responsible for synchronously creating the task instance. The Intermediate Catch Event blocks the process until it receives a message (from an external task management application) that the respective task instance was completed. A Data Object holds a unique identifier of the task instance. The Intermediate Catch Event uses the value stored in the Data Object to match the completion message to the correct task instance. b) Overlapping Segments: Distinct synchronous segments do sometimes overlap because of converging gateways merging two or more "branches", where each branch belongs to a different synchronous segment. Figure 3 depicts number of messages to receive. This segment further comprises a downstream Task where another "Counter" Data Object is initialized to 0, a converging Exclusive Gateway, which is the "bottom" of the message collection loop, and an "Increment Counter" Task, which increments "Counter".
The second synchronous segment (dashed red line) starts with the "Add message to collection" Intermediate Catch Event where the messages are received and appended to a list-valued "Collection" Data Object. A diverging "counter<total?" Exclusive Gateway then decides whether to stay within or to break out of the loop. The second segment incorporates both cases. In the former case, tokens are passed back to the upstream converging Exclusive Gateway, starting another loop cycle. In the latter case, a "Compute aggregate" Task calculates an aggregate value from what is stored in "Collection". Finally, an End Throw Event ends the process and sends that aggregate value to some external receiver.
The two synchronous segments overlap in portions of the loop where messages are received. This is because the first synchronous segment enters the loop for the first time and only ends before the (asynchronous) Intermediate Catch Event. The second synchronous segment has that Intermediate Catch Event as its entry point. Each run of the second synchronous segment represents an iterations of that loop.
c) Decomposition Algorithm:
The synchronous segment decomposition algorithm initially expands hybrid artifacts (see Section III-A), then traverses the process model downstream. A synchronous segment S is defined as a tuple S = {f, T }, where f is the asynchronous entry point and T is the synchronous "tail" (i.e., the set of synchronous artifacts contained in S). Whenever an asynchronous artifact is found, a new synchronous segment is created: procedure decompose in: Process p; out: set of all sync segments A begin Let A be an empty set {}. Expand all hybrid artifacts.
Let F be the set of artifacts in p having no incoming connectors. for each f in F call traverse(f, (f, {}), A). end decompose invokes another algorithm traverse for the process' entry points. The algorithm traverse creates a new synchronous segment and recursively invokes traverse or builds up the "tail" of the current synchronous segment by traversing the process downstream. When decompose returns, A contains all discovered synchronous segments. Whenever a record is inserted into the MESSAGES table, it invokes the SCHEDULER procedure from the schema that was generated for the associated synchronous segment (c.f., Section III-B2). Additionally, the Start Event needs to have a representation as an ECA rule as such: Notice that both the pid and tid attributes are set to NULL. This is because neither the process instance nor the process' initial token exist before the start event is executed. The "where" clause checks whether a token has reached the artifact and a user-defined "correlation condition" holds, which is a test whether or not a message is being "matched" by the process instance. The action procedure simply moves the token to behind the Intermediate Catch Event and removes the message record from the database: 
IV. CONTRIBUTION AND FUTURE WORK
In-memory computing represents an opportunity for BPM to reach into new scenarios, further increasing its value proposition. At the same time, today's middleware-based BPM systems could be in part obsolete as applications consolidate on in-memory databases. Both the opportunity and the threat form the motivation for our work.
In this paper, we proposed a BPM automation solution that is embedded into an in-memory database. Embracing the aforementioned stack consolidation approach, our design eliminates the need for an external application integration middleware system. Instead, our BPM system comprises two parts: (1) a runtime system which is implemented by means of the inmemory databases programming model and (2) a compiler infrastructure which maps business process definitions (here: BPMN 2.0 models) into native artifacts of the in-memory database. By deploying these artifacts into the in-memory database, our architectural approach reuses fundamental capabilities of the in-memory database (such as transactional concurrency control; failover and persistence; cluster-readiness and scale-out; backup, recovery, etc.) and abolishes the need for a separate BPM stack. This design stands in pronounced difference to an established BPM middleware architecture where the core BPM functionality (in terms of process orchestration, monitoring, administration, lifecycle management, etc.) are normally provided by a separate BPM runtime which can be a designated middleware server "stack" or be a component of a larger application server.
By running business processes inside of the in-memory database, our approach benefits from the following advances over state-of-the-art BPM systems: 1) Business processes running inside of an in-memory database benefit from the performance advances of in-memory databases as such. In effect, model-based business processes become a suitable way of implementing high-performance, data-driven applications. 2) Most importantly, business processes that are based in the same in-memory database, which also hosts other applications have an unconstrained reach into the application data artifacts, thus being able to deeply integrate against these applications. 3) By reusing major capabilities of the in-memory database, the cost and technical risk of building a BPM runtime system is drastically reduced. Many non-functional characteristics can be relayed back to features of the in-memory database itself.
